Highly Portable, Perfectly Paired
With LG, it's all possible.™
Every day is an adventure and life is your playground.

Introducing the LG G Pad 7.0 LTE, a tablet that’s big enough to accomplish each endeavor and small enough to carry around on every journey. With convenient portability and exciting, action-packed features, let LG G Pad 7.0 LTE be the perfect companion to creativity, imagination, and the ultimate experience.
Dual Window
Split the screen to cross task! Open two different apps* on the display and drag and drop content from one window to the other.

* Not compatible with all applications.

Q Pair™
The LG G Pad™ 7.0 LTE pairs to your compatible Android™ smartphone* easily, so you can stay connected and catch every moment—without carrying both devices around at all times.

* Android 4.1 or later.

5 MP Camera with Touch & Shoot
While in camera mode, capture unforgettable moments with just one touch by tapping anywhere on-screen to activate the shutter.

Smart Keyboard
Get a smooth, seamless writing experience with easy-to-use features that help to reduce typing errors and adapt to your unique writing style.

KNOCKcode
Tap into life using secure, one-step access to your home screen with over 86,000 code combinations!

7.0” HD+ IPS Display
Experience intricate detail and vivid color, at a wide viewing angle, that are true to the world around you.

Zerogap Touch brings visuals closer under the surface of the display and provides precise touch response.

Q Pair™

Answer incoming calls right from your tablet!

Receive a text message and respond to it right from the screen!
7.0" HD+ IPS Display
Experience intricate detail and vivid color, at a wide viewing angle, that are true to the world around you.

Dual Window
Split the screen to cross task! Open two different apps* on the display and drag and drop content from one window to the other.

* Not compatible with all applications.

Q Pair™
The LG G Pad™ 7.0 LTE pairs to your compatible Android™ smartphone* easily, so you can stay connected and catch every moment—without carrying both devices around at all times.

* Android 4.1 or later.

Zerogap Touch brings visuals closer under the surface of the display and provides precise touch response.

5 MP Camera with Touch & Shoot
While in camera mode, capture unforgettable moments with just one touch by tapping anywhere on-screen to activate the shutter.

Smart Personalization
Adjust height and layout to fit your hand size.

Seamless Typing
Choose words and reduce errors with a simple gesture.

Quick Move
Make instant corrections by controlling the cursor.

Smart Keyboard
Get a smooth, seamless writing experience with easy-to-use features that help to reduce typing errors and adapt to your unique writing style.

Easy-to-Use Features
Smart Keyboard: Choose words and reduce errors with a simple gesture. Quick Move: Make instant corrections by controlling the cursor. Smart Personalization: Adjust height and layout to fit your hand size.

Tap into life using secure, one-step access to your home screen with over 86,000 code combinations!

Answer incoming calls right from your tablet!

Receive a text message and respond to it right from the screen!
**7.0" HD+ IPS Display**
Experience intricate detail and vivid color, at a wide viewing angle, that are true to the world around you.

**Q Pair™**
The LG G Pad™ 7.0 LTE pairs to your compatible Android™ smartphone, so you can stay connected and catch every moment—without carrying both devices around at all times.
* Android 4.1 or later.

**Zerogap Touch**
Brings visuals closer under the surface of the display and provides precise touch response.

**5 MP Camera with Touch & Shoot**
While in camera mode, capture unforgettable moments with just one touch by tapping anywhere on-screen to activate the shutter.

**Dual Window**
Split the screen to cross task! Open two different apps on the display and drag and drop content from one window to the other.
* Not compatible with all applications.

**KNOCKcode**
Tap into life using secure, one-step access to your home screen with over 86,000 code combinations!

**Smart Keyboard**
Get a smooth, seamless writing experience with easy-to-use features that help to reduce typing errors and adapt to your unique writing style.

**Smart Personalization**
Adjust height and layout to fit your hand size.

**Seamless Typing**
Choose words and reduce errors with a simple gesture.

**Quick Move**
Make instant corrections by controlling the cursor.

**Answer incoming calls right from your tablet!**

**Receive a text message and respond to it right from the screen!**
LG G Pad™ 7.0 LTE

AVAILABLE COLORS
Original Black
Pearl White

SIZE & WEIGHT
7.40" (H) x 4.40" (W) x 0.40" (D)
10.50 oz.

CAMERAS
Main: 5 MP
Front: 1.3 MP

DATA CONNECTIVITY
Bluetooth® Version 4.0
Hepta-Band/Dual-Mode LTE

PLATFORM
Android™ 4.4 KitKat

MEMORY
1 GB RAM
16 GB (up to 10.14 GB usable memory)
microSD™: up to 32 GB (cards sold separately)

NOTABLE FEATURES
QuickMemo®+
Multi-User Function
QSlide Function™
QuickRemote™

For more information, please visit: www.lg.com/us/GPad7-USCC
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